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A statistically generated weighting function for a second-order polynomial curve fit of 
residual functions has been developed. The residual flexibility test method, from which a 
residual function is generated, is a procedure to modal test large structures in afree-free 
environment to measure the effects of higher order modes and stiffness at distinct degree of 
freedom inteifaces. Due to the present damping estimate limitations in the modal parame
ter evaluation (naturalfrequencies and mode shapes) of test data, the residual function has 
regions of irregular data, which should be a smooth curve in a second-order polynomial 
form. A weighting function of the data is generated by examining the variances between 
neighboring data points. From a weighted second-order polynomial curve fit, an accurate 
residual flexibility value can be obtained. The residualflexibility value andfree-free modes 
from testing are used to improve a mathematical model of the structure, which is used to 
predict constrained mode shapes. 

INTRODUCTION 

Dynamically correlating a mathematical model with 
test results requires a modal test of the physical struc
ture. The type of modal testing performed depends on 
the structure and the type of interfacing the structure 
has with its environment. The two most commonly 
performed modal tests are the free-free and fixed-base 
tests. For structures with constrained (fixed) interfaces, 
historically the fixed-base modal test was performed. 
Fixed-base testing has many drawbacks for large struc
tures such as interface simulation and cost. Extreme 
difficulties arise when trying to simulate the interfaces 
between the structure and its environment when only 

selected degrees of freedom (DOF) are to be con
strained. The cost involved in design and construction 
of a test stand can become prohibitive. 
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Due to simulation problems and economic pres
sures, alternative modal testing methods are being con
sidered. Mass additive and residual flexibility testing 
methods are two such methods. The mass additive 
method involves the attachment of masses to the inter
face DOF, which helps to exercise the interface modes, 
aiding in constrained modes prediction. Admire et al. 
(1992a) and Coleman (1988) discuss the implementa
tion of the method along with its advantages and dis
advantages. 
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The residual flexibility modal testing method con
sists of measuring the free-free natural frequencies 
and mode shapes along with the interface frequency 
response functions (FRFs). Analytically, the residual 
flexibility method has been investigated in detail by 
MacNeal (1971), Martinez and colleagues (1984), and 
Rubin (1975), but it has not been implemented exten
sively for model correlation due to difficulties in data 
acquisition. In recent years improvement of data ac
quisition equipment has made the implementation of 
the residual flexibility method possible as in Admire 
et al. (1992b) and Klosterman and Lemon (1972). The 
residual flexibility modal testing technique is applica
ble to a structure with distinct points (DOF) of contact 
with its environment. 

This article discusses the development of a statisti
cally generated weighted curve fit to assist in the anal
ysis of the residual flexibility test data. First, a brief 
analytical discussion is presented, followed by an ex
planation of the generation of the residual function 
from test data and the implementation of the statisti
cally generated weighted curve fit to extract the resid
ual terms. The residual flexibility method is then ap
plied to a simple beam with a trunnion type interface 
and a space shuttle pallet simulator. The residual terms 
are then compared to a mathematical model taken as 
the exact answer, and percentage errors are presented. 

RESIDUAL FLEXIBILITY ANALYTICAL 
APPROACH 

The residual technique was first developed by Mac
Neal (1971) and incorporates the use of the higher 
frequency mode effects (residual modes) that are not 
directly used in the analysis to improve the reduced 
mathematical model. MacNeal statistically derives the 
displacement influence coefficient matrix, G, associ
ated with the free coordinates, Gee, and the redun
dant support coordinates, Gss , for the determinate re
strained boundary DOF, which is given by 

GesJ 
Gss ' 

(1) 

where G es is the coupling of the redundant support and 
free coordinates. 

MacNeal (1971) further defines the displacement 
influence coefficient matrix with an all boundary DOF 
restrained as 

(2) 

Next, casting the modal representation in a manner 
similar to the displacement influence coefficient ma
trix, Eq. (1), gives 

(3) 

where the <l>ei term contains the eigenvectors at the 
connection point and Ki is the corresponding stiffness 
matrix. Subtracting Eq. (3) from Eq. (2) produces the 
residual flexibility matrix 

(4) 

This approach is difficult to implement because of the 
way it was derived. MacNeal (1971) only makes use of 
the residual stiffness and neglects the mass and damp
ing terms. 

Rubin (1975) starts with the same statics approxi
mation as MacNeal (1971), but formulates the residual 
flexibility in a different way. The statics approximation 
for a discrete system is written as 

(5) 

where Uil) is the displacement matrix of the flexible 
body, F is the external force vector, and G is the flex
ibility matrix of the free body. 

The flexibility matrix is defined as the inverse of 
the stiffness matrix, G = K- i . For the unconstrained 
case, the stiffness matrix is singular and G cannot be 
computed directly. For the constrained case, Ge can 
be calculated from Ke (constrained stiffness), Ge = 
K;;i. G and G e differ by the rigid-body inertia forces 
of the system. When the system is unconstrained, 
the system has elastic and rigid-body movement. The 
rigid-body movement of the system has inertia forces 
associated with its mass. When the system is con
strained, the elastic motion of the system is present 
but the rigid-body movement is missing. A way to in
corporate the free-body inertia into Ge is needed to 
produce an equivalent unrestrained flexibility matrix. 

Rubin (1975) writes the displacement of the physi
cal coordinates due to generalized rigid-body displace
ments as 

(6) 

with the differential equation relating the generalized 
rigid-body displacements to the external forces being 

(7) 

where MR = <l>k M<I>R is the rigid-body generalized 
mass and M is the physical mass matrix. The sum of 



the external forces, F, and the inertia forces, Fi, can 
be expressed as 

F + Fi = F - MUR = AF, (8) 

where 
A = 1- M<l>RMR"I<l>j{. 

The constrained equation for the static approxima
tion for a discrete system, where Gc is the constrained 
body flexibility matrix, is stated as 

(9) 

Rubin (1975) further explains that this is an unusual 
statics problem where the flexibility matrix Gc is sin
gular and in general nonsymmetric. 

By adding certain generalized rigid-body displace
ments, Q~ to the constrained displacement given in 
Eq. (9), the static approximation flexible body dis
placements can be written as 

U (l) - U(I) + '" Q' 
f - c 'l'R R' (10) 

Defining the U~I) in a way that it is orthogonal to the 
rigid-body modes (i.e., removing any rigid-body con
tributions) gives 

(11) 

Solving for Q~, substituting into Eq. (10), and using 
the relationship MR = <l>j{M<l>R, the free-body sym
metric flexibility matrix, G, for the static approxima-
tion is 

uil) = GF, (12) 

where 
G = ATGcA 

and A is given in Eq. (8). Note that G is singular be
cause Gc is singular. 

The second-order statics approximation is obtained 
by including the inertial and damping forces of the 
static approximation displacements in Eq. (9) 

(13) 

and in a similar way removing the rigid-body contri-
butions, 

where 

H = GMG, 

B = GCG, 
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and Hand B are the inertial and damping coefficient 
matrices, respectively. Note that the inertial and damp
ing coefficients are calculated from pre- and postmul
tiplication of G found from the first-order approxi
mation. In addition, Hand B are symmetric because 
G, M, and C are symmetric. 

At this point, the approximate displacement for the 
entire flexible body for static and second order are 
given by Eqs. (12) and (14), respectively. By remov
ing the retained modes (measured modes) in the above 
equations, the residuals are obtained. 

The residuals for the static equation are 

where 

and the mode shape and generalized stiffness matri
ces of the retained modes are <l> Nand K N, respec
tively. Similarly, the second-order formulation is ex
panded from the statics equation by including correc
tion terms, 

(16) 

where 

Hp = H - HN, HN = GNMGN, 

Bp = B - BN, BN = GNCGN. 

G p is given in Eq. (15) and Hand B are given in 
Eq. (14). In addition, by making use of modal orthogo
nality, the residual mass and damping can be computed 
by pre- and postmultiplying the full mass and damping 
matrices, respectively: 

(17) 

(18) 

One now has the equations to compute the resid
ual flexibility (stiffness), residual mass, and residual 
damping terms for a mathematical model of a struc
ture. Note that Martinez et al. (1984) restated the equa
tions to determine the residual terms in a form that is 
similar to the Craig-Bampton (1968) formulation. The 
Craig-Bampton formulation is used widely in coupled 
loads analysis. 
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RESIDUAL FLEXIBILITY MODAL TEST 
APPROACH 

Modal testing of a structure is required for correlation 
of a mathematical model of the structure. A mathe
matical model correlated to a free-free modal test is 
not accurate enough to predict the constrained mode 
shapes, as discussed by Admite et al. (1992b). The 
model must also be correlated to at least the residual 
flexibility terms, which in this study represent the flex
ibility around the interface points. In this procedure, 
the determinations of the test-generated Hpa, Bpa, and 
Cpa, the residual mass, damping, and flexibility, re
spectively, are used for comparison to the mathemat
ical model's residual terms found in Eq. (16) and 
Eq. (15). 

The residual flexibility modal test consists of first 
measuring the free-free modes in the frequency range 
of interest. This includes the rigid-body modes. (In the 
analysis, the mathematical model's rigid-body modes 
can be used if the total mass and its distribution in the 
model are relatively accurate.) The measured free-free 
modes are used to correlate the global modes of the 
mathematical model that can be performed at a later 
time. The structure is then excited at the points where 
it interfaces with its environment (boundary or inter
face DOF). 

Exciting each interface point individually, the re
sponse due to the excitation is measured at the same 
location and in the same direction as the excitation, 
producing a drive point FRF. Modal parameters (mode 
shapes and natural frequencies) are then extracted 
from the FRF obtained from the free-free modal test. 
Synthesized FRFs are generated from the modal pa
rameters and then subtracted from the corresponding 
drive point test FRFs. The remaining functions are 
called the residual functions. The residual flexibility 
term is defined as the value of the residual function 
evaluated at zero frequency (a constant term in the 
curve fit equation that will be discussed in detail later). 
The residual mass is the curvature of the residual func
tion (the second-order term in the curve fit equation) in 
the displacement or force domain. Finally, the residual 
damping (the first-order term in the curve fit equation) 
is equated to the damping obtained from the modal 
test. The residual terms are then compared to the cor
responding theoretical residual terms. The mathemat
ical model is modified to match the test results. Once 
the mathematical model is correlated to the free-free 
mode shapes and the residual terms, it can be used to 
predict the constrained mode shapes as Admire et al. 
C 1992b) demonstrates on the Space Station Common 
Module Prototype, built by Boeing. 

In this derivation, the residual terms will be ex
tracted from the FRF in the displacement or force do
main instead of the usual acceleration or force domain. 
Using the displacement or force domain allows easier 
recognition of the characteristics of the residual func
tion and the residual flexibility term. 

Y", the frequency response function matrix, is rep
resented in the form, 

U"Cw) = Y"Cw)F"Cw). (19) 

The elements of the main diagonal of Ya(w) are the 
drive point FRFs at each interface point and direction. 
One column of Y,,(w) is the result of exciting one in
terface point and measuring the response at that point 
and all the other interface points and directions. Y" C w) 
can be thought of as a 3-dimensional matrix with 2 
dimensions of the matrix defining the location and di
rection of a particular FRF. The third dimension along 
the w axis represents the actual values of the FRFs. 
The FRFs are only measured in the frequency range of 
interest. The unmeasured range will produce the resid
ual function. 

The technique for obtaining the response functions 
is left up to the test engineer. Care must be taken to 
accurately measure the first antiresonance of the re
sponse function. An accurate determination of the first 
antiresonance is the governing factor in determining 
the residual flexibility term. The first antiresonance is 
the lowest frequency distinguishable characteristic of 
the FRF; and because the residual flexibility term is 
evaluated at zero frequency of the residual function, 
any shift in the first antiresonance significantly affects 
the residual flexibility term. 

The modal parameters are extracted from the FRFs 
producing retained natural frequencies and mode 
shapes. These natural frequencies and mode shapes to
gether with the rigid-body modes are subtracted from 
the corresponding FRF to produce the residual func
tion coefficients, Yp" C w), 

where <l>Ra and <I> Na are the rigid-body and retained 
free-free modes, respectively, and 

YR and Y N are the modal dynamic flexibility matrices 
for classically damped modes. The rigid-body mass 



and retained elastic-body modal mass, MR and M N , 

respectively, are identity matrices if the modes are ini
tially normalized to modal mass. 

Once the residual function is determined, the resid
ual terms (flexibility, mass, and damping) are ex
tracted. A second-order form, similar to Eq. (16), is 
used to estimate the residual function, 

As can be seen, the residual function Ypll(w) is a com
plex number and the real and imaginary components 
can be separated. Ypa(w) is in the form, 

Ypll(W) = a + bi, (22) 

where 

a = Real (Ypll (w)), b = Imag(Ypa(w)). 

Equating Eq. (21) and Eq. (22) gives, 

Equating the imaginary components, the residual damp
ing term is found to be 

b 
Bpa = --. 

W 
(24) 

The residual mass and flexibility are determined by 
equating the real components; 

2 a = Gpll +W Hpll . (25) 

Rewriting Eq. (25) in matrix form gives 

a=AX, (26) 

where 

X=[GpaJ, 
HPli 

and N is the total number of data points. Solving for 
X gives 

(27) 

the residual flexibility and the residual mass. Because 
A is not suqare, other solution methods must be imple
mented, such as the pseudoinverse, to determine the 
unknowns G pll and Hpa. These values are compared 
to the residual terms calculated from the mathematical 
model for correlation purposes. 
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LEAST-SQUARES CURVE FIT OF RESIDUAL 
FUNCTION 

The determination of the residual terms (residual mass 
and flexibility) from the residual function requires a 
second-order polynomial curve fit of Eq. (25). The 
imaginary term (residual damping) was previously de
termined in Eq. (24) and is not included in the curve 
fit. If the subtraction of the synthesized FRF from the 
test (measured) FRF was clean (i.e., no irregular data 
regions), a direct curve fit could be accomplished for 
Eq. (27). When subtracting the synthesized FRF from 
the test FRF, the magnitudes of the peaks (damping 
terms) are required to be accurate to produce a smooth 
second-order curve. But due to the damping errors in 
the synthesized FRF, the resulting residual function 
has regions of irregular data. The errors in the synthe
sized FRF are attributed to the limitation in determin
ing accurate damping terms when extracting the modal 
parameters from the test FRFs. 

A theoretical residual function in the displacement 
or force domain has the characteristics of a relatively 
flat line in the lower frequencies and a slight upward 
curvature in the higher frequency range. These are the 
characteristics of a second-order equation with only 
the constant and second power terms [Eq. (25)]. Using 
these characteristics, a weighted curve fit of the resid
ual function could be used to eliminate the irregular 
data. A method of determining the weighting function 
for the curve fit that eliminates any guesswork from 
the analyst is required. 

As stated previously, the residual function is rela
tively flat at the lower frequencies, or in other words, 
the difference (variance) between adjacent data points 
is small. In the regions of irregular data, the variance 
between adjacent data points is large. When the vari
ance is large between data points, its influence on the 
curve fit should be minimized. In addition, the data 
point pairs with small variance should have their in
fluence increased. Because a large variance requires a 
small influence and small variance requires a large in
fluence, the inverse of the variance is used to eliminate 
the regions of irregular data. By taking the inverse of 
the variance of adjacent data points, a weighting func
tion, W, is generated: 

1 n - 1 
W(j) = s2(j) = j+intL(n-ll/2j 

L (Xi - :i)2 
i=j-int(II/2) 

where 

(28) 

. . (n+2) . ("+2) 1 N' ("-1) ] = mt ----z- ' mt -2- + , ... , - mt .-2- , 
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S2 (j) is the variance as defined by Miller et al. (1990), 
N is the total number of data points, 11 is the number 
of adjacent data points for which the variance is cal
culated, x is the mean of the n adjacent data points 
for each j, and int(#) is the integer part of # [i.e., 
int(1.5) = 1]. 

Forming W into a square matrix is accomplished 
by setting the main diagonal equal to the weighting 
function and all other terms equal to zero. The square 
matrix W must be N x N in size. When calculat
ing the weighting function, the first and last few data 
points, depending on the value of n chosen, will not 
have a weighting value assigned. Forcing a value of 
zero at these points will make W be N x N. This 
can be justified by the fact that at the extreme lim
its data acquisition equipment is not as accurate as 
in the middle range of the equipment, and the test 
generated residual function is not as accurate there 
either. Eliminating these points will have little influ
ence on the curve fit. In the following sections this 
is demonstrated in the study on the beam with exag
gerated data point elimination. In addition, only the 
weighting values of about two or four data points will 
be set equal to zero compared to about 250 total data 
points. 

Premultiplying both sides ofEq. (26) by the weight
ing function matrix gives 

Wa= WAX. (29) 

Multiplying both sides by AT and solving for X yields 

Because AT W A is a square matrix, the inverse can 
be computed directly. In this form there is no need 
to normalize the weighting function. The residual 
terms (residual mass and flexibility), which are con
tained in X, can be used to correlate the mathematical 
model. 

APPLICATION TO BEAM WITH APPENDAGE 

One of the simplest structures to model is a straight 
beam. A theoretical solution for the natural frequen
cies and mode shapes of an inrestrained (free-free) 
uniform beam is available from Blevins (1979). With 
the "exact" answer available, the mathematical model's 
elastic modes can be correlated. Once the model is cor
related, the model is said to be exact. The mathemat
ical model of the simple beam was correlated to have 
a frequency difference less than 0.5% for the first six 
modes and modal assurance criteria (MAC) values of 

1.0. The MAC is an averaged value for the compari
son of the mode shapes in the range from zero to one. 
A value of one indicates a high degree of similarity be
tween mode shapes. The correlated model can be used 
as a baseline for methodology, program development, 
and test method evaluation. 

For this study the beam structure was modified by 
attaching a trunnion simulator to one end (Fig. 1). The 
trunnion simulator was a brass rod with two aluminum 
plates attached on both ends. The plates were used to 
connect the brass rod to the beam and to attach the 
testing instruments. The trunnion simulator gives the 
beam a distinct stiffness change from the free-free 
beam. The mass of the trunnion simulator is small rel
ative to the mass of the beam and does not affect the 
correlation to the solution of the theoretical uniform 
free-free beam. 

Initially, the beam was tested in a free-free config
uration and the elastic modes were compared to the 
mathematical model. The differences between natural 
frequencies for each of the six modes were less than 
0.2% and the MAC values were all 1.0. The measure
ments and the modal parameter estimation (natural 
frequencies and mode shapes) of the free-free modal 
test were verified by these results. 

By exciting the test structure at the point where it 
interfaces with its environment (the end of the brass 
rod) and measuring the response at the same loca
tion, a drive point FRF in the displacement domain 
was obtained. The modal parameters were computed 
for the first six natural frequencies, and a synthesized 
response function was generated. The first six natu
ral frequencies in the maximum frequency range of 0-
200 Hz were chosen arbitrarily. 

For visual comparison, the drive point and synthe
sized FRFs are plotted together in Fig. 2. The fre
quency range has been extended to show the relation
ship between the measured frequencies and the first 
bending frequency of the trunnion, which occurs at 
289 Hz. In an actual test, everything above the cut
off frequency would be unmeasured. The unmeasured 
region of the FRF is responsible for the residual curve. 
The subtraction of the test and synthesized response 
functions producing the residual function can be seen 
in Fig. 3. The characteristics of the theoretical residual 
function are apparent, but regions of irregular data are 
produced by modal parameter estimations. 

A direct curve fit of the residual function was 
made. The curve fit did not converge on the under
lying second-order characteristic curve. The irregular 
data are orders of magnitude higher than the underly
ing second-order characteristic curve, which does not 
let the curve fit converge. By stepping through the data 
points, a weighting value (inverse of variance) with 
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FIGURE 2 Overlay of test and synthesized drive point FRFs for beam. 

respect to the neighboring data points can be calcu
lated [Eq. (28)]. The neighboring data points were ini
tially examined in sets of three. It can be seen in Fig. 4 
that the weighting function has low values where the 

residual function has regions of irregular data. Another 
curve fit was performed using the statistically gener
ated weighting function [Eq. (30)] and the results were 
highly accurate (Fig. 4). 
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FIGURE 4 Weighted curve fit of residual function for beam. 



The exact answers were obtained withEq. (16). The 
same values can be obtained by following the test pro
cedure in generating the residual function. The drive 
point FRF is generated by using the elastic modes 
of the model. The residual values of 1.6045e-5 for 
flexibility and 5.7540e-12 for mass were compared 
to the exact answer (mathematical model) and were 
found to have 0.81 and 18.44% error, respectively. 
In this research task being performed by the Mar
shall Space Flight CanterINASA, the residual mass 
and damping terms were neglected in the correlation 
of the mathematical model due to the small magni
tude of the mass terms compared to flexibility and 
inaccuracy of determining test damping. Further in
vestigation of the use of these terms for model cor
relation is planned. However, the residual mass term 
is important in the curve fitting process due to the 
curvature of the residual function. To verify the pro
cess, additional weighting functions and curve fits 
were performed by varying parameters. The number 
of adjacent data points was changed to two and four 
along with the range of the data points for which the 
weighting functions were computed and applied (Ta
ble 1). 

By varying the upper and lower frequency ranges, 
an evaluation of the effects of excluding data points in 
the curve fit process is examined. The changes in the 
percent error of the frequency range variation in Ta
ble 1 is insignificant. The comparison of the utilization 
of two, three, and four consecutive data points to gen
erate the weighting function shows that a small change 
with three points produces the best results. 

The larger error in the 2- and 4-point evaluation can 
be attributed to the distribution of the data point of 
the curve. For instance, if two consecutive data points 
staddle a peak (defines the peak) at equal heights, 
their variance may be low but their overall magni
tude is greater then the characteristic curve. A high 
weighting value would be assigned which would pro
duce an incorrect curve fit (i.e., residual flexibility 
value). 

APPLICATION TO PALLET SIMULATOR 

Once the method and programs have been verified on 
a simple structure (beam) with a known "exact" (the
oretical) answer, the implementation on a more com
plex structure is performed. A frame structure (Fig. 5) 
has been designed and built to simulate a space shuttle 
cargo pallet. The fundamental mode distribution and 
trunnion modes of the frame structure are similar to a 
space shuttle cargo pallet. 
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A theoretical exact solution is not available for the 
pallet simulator. To obtain the closest model repre
sentation to the physical structure, the mathematical 
model (finite element model) is correlated to the elas
tic modes obtained from the modal test data. All the 
elastic modes up to the first bending mode of the trun
nions are correlated. In an actual test, only a subset of 
the elastic modes (up to a prechosen cutoff frequency) 
would be used in the correlation. In this analysis, the 
first eight natural freuqencies are used in the determi
nation of the residual values. Because the mathemati
cal model is correlated through the 14 elastic modes, 
the use of the model to predict the residual terms of 
the first eight modes can be accomplished with confi
dence. 

The pallet simulator was suspended by bun gee 
cords in a free-free environment. The modal test was 
conducted using a random vibration shaker excitation 
in the three translational directions in sequence. The 
mathematical model was then correlated to the first 14 
elastic natural frequencies and mode shapes. The dif
ference between natural frequencies for each of the 14 
modes were less than 0.95% and the MAC values were 
all 1.0. With a frequency difference less than 1 % and 
MAC values of 1.0, an exact mathematical model is 
said to be obtained. 

The drive point FRFs are measured at the points 
where the structure would connect (interface) with its 
environment (end of the trunnions). A hammer impact 
excitation was used to excite the structure with a data 
acquisition frequency range up to 100 Hz. If the shaker 
was attached to the end of the trunnion, mass and stiff
ness loading would occur due to the size of the trun
nion and additional uncertainties in the data this would 
be imposed. The response function at the other inter
face points was acquired for each drive point excita
tion with a total of 144 FRFs obtained. 

Examining one of the drive point FRFs, modal pa
rameters (mode shapes and natural frequencies) were 
extracted for the first eight elastic modes. Using these 
eight modes, a synthesized FRF was generated. The 
synthesized and the drive point FRFs are plotted to
gether (Fig. 6) for visual comparison. The frequency 
range in Fig. 6 has been extended to show their re
lationship. Subtracting the synthesized FRF from the 
drive point FRF, the residual function was generated 
(Fig. 7). It can be seen that a direct curve fit of the 
residual function would cause extreme divergence as 
in the beam's residual function curve fit. 

A weighting function was generated using three 
consecutive data points (Fig. 7). Applying the weighted 
curve fit to the residual function, the residual flexibil
ity and residual mass are found to be 7.6738e-6 and 
5.6104-12, respectively (Fig. 7). The residual terms 
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Table 1. Residual Flexibility Curve Fitting Errors for Beam 

Lower Upper 

Freq. Freq. 2 Points % Error 3 Points % Error 4 Points % Error 
Exact 1.616Se-S 0.00 1.616Se-S 0.00 1.616Se-S 0.00 

0 200 I.S761e-S 2.52 1. 603 Se-S 0.81 I.S833e-S 2.06 
30 200 I.S7S7e-S 2.S3 1.603Se-S 0.80 I.S83Se-S 2.04 
60 200 I.S77le-S 2.44 1. 622Se-S 0.37 I.S86Se-S 1.86 
0 180 I.S7S8e-S 2.S2 1.6066e-S 0.61 I.S888e-S 1.71 
30 180 I.S7S8e-S 2.52 1.6067e-S 0.60 1.S890e-S 1.70 
60 180 1.S772e-S 2.43 1.6268e-S 0.64 I.S923e-S 1.S0 

Cross sections, materials 

(1 ) AI 6061-T6 (2) AI 6063-T6 

Two end beams: Trunnions: 7.62cm 

E ~ ~ ~~65mm Weld Lines: -
<..l 

~ 
co 7.62cm sq. 9.1mm dia. 

t 22.6cm~ 

tir 1 
T~ . runnlon 

~i 1 ~End ~ ,... 
~ 

End 
beam 

beam 

I 
I~ ~ 1.02m* 1.06m ~I~ 1.06m ~I~ 1.02m ~ I 

4.31 m ~ 

FIGURES Space shuttle pallet simulator. 

Table 2. Curve Fitting Errors of Pallet Simulator Residual Flexibility 

Lower Upper 

Freq. Freq. 2 Points % Error 
Exact 7. 8707e-6 

0 100 7.5776e-6 3.72 
20 100 7.60S6e-6 3.37 
40 100 7.8214e-6 0.63 
0 90 7.2S36e-6 7.84 
20 90 7.317Se-6 7.03 
40 90 7.763ge-6 1.36 

from the exact mathematical model were computed 
and compared to the test generated residual terms with 
a test error of 2.50 and 1.36% for flexibility and mass, 
respectively. The number of consecutive data points 

3 Points % Error 4 Points % Error 
7. 8707e-6 7.8707e-6 
7.6738e-6 2.S0 7.6923e-6 2.27 
7.6842e-6 2.37 7.7037e-6 2.12 
7.930Se-6 0.76 7.94S7e-6 0.9S 
7.S488e-6 4.09 7.SSS3e-6 4.01 
7.56S8e-6 3.87 7.S764e-6 3.74 
7.9176e-6 0.60 7.9368e-6 0.84 

and the frequency range for weighting function gener
ation were changed to verify the curve fitting process 
(Table 2). A similar variation in the percent error was 
observed as in the beam results. 
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CONCLUSION 

An applicable least-squares curve fitting procedure us
ing a statistically generated weighting function has 
been developed. This curve fitting procedure enables 
the accurate curve fitting of test-generated residual 
functions that contain regions of irregular data. The ir
regular data are the result of the inability to accurately 
evaluate the damping when extracting the modal pa
rameters from the FRF during the modal testing pro
cess. Programs for calculating the residual terms from 
modal test data and a mathematical model (finite ele
ment model) have been written in MA1LABTM. The 
curve fit of the drive point residual function for a 
beam with a trunnion type interface, retaining the first 
six elastic modes, produced residual flexibility values 
with errors in the 0.4--2.5% range. The errors were de
termined by comparing the residual terms of the test 
data to the residual terms generated from a mathemat
ical model that was correlated to the exact theoretical 
solution. 

The curve fitting process was also applied to a 
frame structure that simulates a space shuttle cargo 
pallet, which is more complex than a straight beam. 
The residual flexibility values for the pallet simulator, 
retaining the first eight elastic modes, were found to 
be in the 0.6-4.0% range. A theoretical solution is not 
available for the frame structure. The exact answer was 
generated by correlating the mathematical model to all 
the elastic natural frequencies and mode shapes up to 
the first bending mode of the trunnion (i.e., 14 elastic 
modes). 

The development of the weighted curve fit of the 
residual function has made possible further investiga
tion of the residual flexibility modal testing technique. 
Additional studies are needed in the area of modal pa
rameter estimation (damping evaluation), because this 
is the cause of the irregular data in the residual func
tion. The next step, which is also under investigation, 
is how to use the residual terms to accurately correlate 
a mathematical model. 
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